Monte Carlo studies of many quantum systems face exponentially severe signal-to-noise problems. We show that noise arising from complex phase fluctuations of observables can be reduced without introducing bias using path integral contour deformation techniques. A numerical study of contour deformations for correlation functions in Abelian gauge theory and complex scalar field theory demonstrates that variance can be reduced by orders of magnitude without modifying Monte Carlo sampling.
Understanding the dynamics of strongly coupled quantum systems is a fundamental challenge in many contexts including nuclear structure and reactions, condensed matter and cold atomic physics, and new physics searches using hadrons and nuclei as probes. Strongly coupled quantum theories generically cannot be solved analytically, and Monte Carlo (MC) methods are typically used to calculate expectation values of observables in these theories by sampling over high-dimensional configuration spaces.
In lattice quantum field theories (QFTs) it has long been realized that signal-to-noise (StN) ratios of MC estimates of imaginary-time correlation functions are exponentially small in the separations between the defining operators [1, 2] . These signal-to-noise problems become exponentially more severe for systems with increasing charge and, for example, limit lattice quantum chromodynamics (QCD) calculations of nuclei to systems with baryon number A ≤ 5 [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] and obstruct calculations of quantities needed to interpret experiments seeking to identify new physics using large nuclei [16] [17] [18] . Similar StN problems obstruct calculations in nuclear manybody theories [19] [20] [21] , in spin and isospin asymmetric nuclear matter encountered in nuclear astrophysics [22] [23] [24] , and in quantum MC studies of non-relativistic fermions in condensed matter [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] and cold atomic physics [32, 33] contexts.
Correlation functions in imaginary time can be represented as path integrals of the form
where U is a quantum field, M is the integration manifold describing field configuration space, O is a suitable product of fields that includes creation and annihilation operators for the quantum numbers of interest, and the partition function is Z ≡ M DU e −S(U ) . The action S is assumed to be real. For baryon correlation functions in QCD, it was demonstrated in Ref. [34] that the StN problem arises from quantum fluctuations of the complex phase of O. A similar StN problem arises for correlation functions of charged scalar fields, where averaging over phase fluctuations is required to project correlation functions to particular charge sectors [35] . These complex phase fluctuations imply that the integrand of Eq. (1) is not positive-definite or real and, as in systems with complex actions, the integral is determined by near cancellation of contributions with complex phases resulting in a sign problem.
In certain cases, methods have been developed to exponentially improve sign and StN problems [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] . For example, in dual-variable approaches, integrals over phase fluctuations are computed analytically and sign problems are completely solved [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] . However, it remains an open challenge to extend these methods to generic observables in complicated QFTs such as QCD. Other methods for taming StN problems such as phase unwrapping [35] and multilevel integration for approximately factorizable correlation functions [57] [58] [59] can be applied to generic observables in complicated QFTs but introduce additional systematic uncertainties.
This letter introduces a general, exact method for improving the StN of noisy observables in theories with real actions. Noting that StN problems for baryon and other correlation functions arise from complex phase fluctuations [34] , we adapt manifold deformation techniques that have been used previously to address sign problems in QFTs with complex actions to correlation function StN problems. Manifold deformation techniques are based on Cauchy's integral theorem, which states that integrals of holomorphic functions are unchanged when the domain of integration is smoothly deformed. Applied to path integrals, Cauchy's theorem implies that holomorphic observables, including correlation functions, are unchanged if the integration contour is deformed. However, the variance of a correlation function is nonholomorphic when phase fluctuations are present, and therefore will change. If integration contours with lower variance can be found, then StN problems for observables can be reduced without changing their expectation values. Methods for finding such contours are investigated in this work. when the manifold of integration M is continuously deformed to manifold M, provided M can be deformed into M without crossing non-analyticities of the integrand. Often the integrand of Eq. (1), e −S O, may be analytically continued to a holomorphic function over complexified field space (see e.g. Refs. [76, 85] ), and therefore the domain of integration can be deformed without changing the path integral result. In this case, a manifold M satisfying the requirements of Cauchy's theorem gives identical expectation values for O:
Here U : M → M is a bijective function of U that maps base coordinates on M to points on M, and J(U ) = det ∂ U ∂U is the corresponding Jacobian. A straightforward way to evaluate the second line of Eq. (2) is to sample configurations U from the original probability measure e −S(U ) /Z and instead evaluate the deformed observable
where
Throughout this work, · denotes expectation with respect to the original probability density e −S(U ) /Z. Since the distribution used for MC sampling is not modified in the deformed observable approach, integrals over many possible manifolds can be estimated using a single MC ensemble; this property is useful for both contour optimization and calculations with deformed observables. This approach should be expected to work well unless the magnitude of the deformed observable fluctuates severely, which may occur if there is an overlap problem between S eff (U ) and S(U ). In this case, one must sample from modified weights and use reweighting to compute Eq. (2); this was done for path integrals with complex actions in Refs. [67, 68, 71, 72, [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] 82] . When many observables are needed, however, the cost of repeated MC ensemble generation based on each new manifold will be high. We therefore only consider contour deformations with good overlap between S eff (U ) and S(U ) and apply the deformed-observable approach throughout this work.
Optimizing the variance -Though manifold deformations leave expectation values unchanged, they modify the variance of observables with complex phase fluctuations. We restrict our investigation to observables with purely real expectation value, 1 where it is sufficient to consider
While (Re Q ) 2 = (Re O ) 2 is unaffected by the choice of manifold, the variance is modified because (Re Q) 2 is not the integral of a holomorphic function. For each observable O, the task is then to find an optimized manifold for which Var(Re Q)
Var(Re O). If this can be achieved, the StN ratio
will be improved. The manifold minimizing Var(Re Q) depends on the properties of the observable, and there is no single contour deformation which optimizes the StN of all observables. To account for this non-uniqueness, we use the methods of Refs. [77, 78] , minimizing the variance for each observable over a family of manifolds smoothly parameterized by a vector of real numbers ω. The choice of manifold M( ω), defined by the map U (U ; ω), can be numerically optimized using stochastic gradient descent based on MC estimates of
(7) Crucially, the manifold parameters can be iteratively improved without generating new ensembles. This technique is used to optimize the integration contour in the second example below.
Abelian gauge theory -We first demonstrate the method on a two-dimensional U (1) gauge theory with open boundary conditions. The central values and variances of observables can be computed analytically in this theory and are used to validate numerical results. The Wilson action [86] for U (1) gauge theory in 2D can be expressed in terms of the plaquette
Defining θ x ≡ arg P x , the action is given by
where the sum excludes the sites on the open boundaries, i.e. x µ = L. In this theory, there is a change of variables with unit Jacobian to θ x and residual degrees of freedom that can be trivially integrated out, allowing the partition function to be analytically evaluated as where I n (β) is a modified Bessel function and V ≡ L 2 . Expectation values of Wilson loops in this theory follow area law scaling
where A is the area of the region A enclosed by the loop in lattice units, and the string tension σ is given by
In Monte Carlo calculations, W A has an exponential StN problem:
where σ = ln [I 0 (β)/I 2 (β)]. The Wilson loops W A can also be evaluated using the deformed observables approach. We consider manifolds defined by deformed variables
where δ x ∈ R is a constant for each site x. This contour deformation has unit Jacobian and is smoothly connected to the original integration contour for any choice of δ x . Since the integrand W A e −S G is holomorphic in θ x , the deformed observable gives unbiased estimates of the expectation value W A . This is verified in Fig. 1 , where the analytically known string tension σ eff ≡ −∂ A ln W A = σ is reproduced by MC calculations on both the original and deformed integration manifolds. Within this set of manifolds, we define a simpler oneparameter family by δ x = δ for x ∈ A and δ x = 0 otherwise. This parameterization is motivated by the limit of small phase fluctuations, valid at fine lattice spacing, in which the imaginary component of the action can be expanded for θ x 1,
When δ is chosen such that β sinh(δ) ≈ 1, Im S G destructively interferes with the phase of W A . The manifold deformation simultaneously affects the magnitude of the deformed observable,
heuristically replacing delicate cancellations of fluctuating phases with a reduced magnitude on each sample. The StN effects of contour deformation can be more quantitatively understood by direct calculation from the path integral definition. One finds:
where σ δ = − ln I 0 (β(2 cosh δ − 1)) I 0 (β) ,
Maximizing the StN as a function of δ, the optimal integration contour defining X A is found to have little sensitivity to A. For instance, at the finest gauge coupling used in this work (β = 5.555, corresponding to σ = 0.1) the optimal δ is found to vary between δ ≈ 0.204, for A = 1, to δ ≈ 0.197, for A = 1000. As shown in Fig. 1 , when A 1/σ the StN of X A for a nearly optimal contour (where δ = 0.2) is improved by orders of magnitude relative to the undeformed case. For example, when A = 100/σ, the StN improves by a factor of 10 43 .
We have further confirmed that deformed observables are useful over a range of lattice spacings. Using ensembles of 10,000 samples each with lattice size L = 64, we This corresponds to lattice spacing varying by a factor of two across the ensembles. By choosing a nearly optimal δ for every coupling, constant fits to σ eff estimated from the deformed observable give results for σ improved by 5× -75× in precision. The most benefit was found on the ensemble with finest lattice spacing (β = 5.555).
Complex scalar field theory -To explore the generality of the deformed observables approach, we further apply it to complex scalar field theory in 0 + 1D with a quartic interaction. Employing polar coordinates for the scalar field φ t = R t e iθt , the lattice action reads
where V (R) = t (2 + m 2 )R 2 t + λR 4 t , and periodic boundary conditions are used, θ 0 ≡ θ L and R 0 ≡ R L . Comparing this action with Eq. (8), it is apparent that phase differences θ t+1 − θ t in this theory have weights in the action with similar form to plaquettes in the U (1) gauge theory. We therefore complexify the integration domain in a similar manner to the U (1) case, deforming the phases as
while the R t remain undeformed. Here, δ (i) t are real parameters assigned to each lattice site and f c (x) = c tanh(1/cx) is chosen as a regularization of the function 1/x defined by a single additional parameter c. This form is motivated by an expansion in small phase fluctuations, while regularizing the function 1/x avoids overlap problems. Every manifold in the family defined by Eq. (19) has unit Jacobian, allowing efficient computation of the deformed observable.
The mass of the scalar particle is a key quantity in this theory and can be extracted from the large-time behavior of the single-particle propagator, G t ≡ φ t φ † 0 , using a local estimator m eff (t) ≡ arccosh Gt−1+Gt+1 2Gt . Written as a holomorphic function of the chosen variables,
At large times, G t has severe phase fluctuations and a StN problem arising from an exponentially falling signal and O(1) variance [35] . We compare the original estimator based on direct evaluation of Eq. (20) to the deformed observable defined by the manifold in Eq. (19) ,
We optimize the full (3L + 1)-parameter form in Eq. (19) using the numerical approach based on gradient estimates defined by Eq. (7) , and as a comparison optimize a simpler one-parameter subfamily of deformations defined by c = δ = tδ, which achieves destructive phase interference for small phase fluctuations. Fig. 2 contrasts the results of the deformed observables to the original observable on a representative ensemble defined by bare m 2 = (0.15) 2 , λ = 3 × 10 −3 , and L = 64. For any t, the statistical uncertainty on m eff (t) is smaller on the deformed manifolds than on the original manifold. In comparison to the original manifold, the numerically optimized manifold reduces the observed exponential rate of StN degradation by 32%, while one-parameter optimization gives a reduction of 18%.
We find that the method is robust across several choices of bare couplings, λ = {0, 1, 2, 3} × 10 −3 , ranging from the free theory to values well outside the regime of lattice perturbation theory [72] . Fits to the mass of the scalar particle in the original and deformed contour approaches agree to within statistical errors on ensembles consisting of 10,000 samples generated using Hybrid Monte Carlo [87] . Excited state effects are not significant in this toy model; however, excited-state contamination prevents reliable single-exponential fits to correlation functions G t in more complex theories such as lattice QCD at small separations t. Here, we consider constant fits to m eff for fit ranges beginning at t i = {5, 10} to investigate improvement due to the deformed observable at a range of t. All fits have acceptable χ 2 /N dof , and the scalar particle mass is determined more precisely by the deformed observable than the original observable, e.g. for λ = 3 × 10 −3 the fit beginning at t i = 5 results in an estimate of the scalar mass M that is 2× more precise [M deform = 0.2166(11) vs. M orig = 0.2150 (20) ] and the fit beginning at t i = 10 results in an estimate that is 3× more precise [M deform = 0.2155 (20) vs. M orig = 0.2212 (63) ].
Conclusions -Fluctuations of the complex phases of path integrands lead to sign and signal-to-noise problems in Monte Carlo calculations, both for theories with complex actions and for observables with complex phase fluctuations. Deforming the integration contours of path integrals can reduce these phase fluctuations and improve StN ratios for observables while ensuring the correctness of the results obtained. By interpreting the integrand on the deformed contour as a modified observable and optimizing the choice of deformation, results with lower variance can be obtained without modifying MC ensemble generation or generating new samples.
In low-dimensional Abelian gauge theory and complex scalar field theory, simple contour deformations inspired by a small phase fluctuation expansion are seen to reduce the variance of large Wilson loops and large-time correlation functions by orders of magnitude, resulting in improved estimates of physical quantities. Multi-parameter deformations obtained by numerical optimization result in even greater variance reduction. The methods presented here are general and apply to more complicated theories such as QCD, where it is similarly possible to complexify the fields and make path integral contour deformations that change correlation function variance while leaving expectation values unchanged. However, high-dimensional numerical optimization of more complicated and expressive parameterizations may be needed to provide significant variance reduction in these theories. Future studies will explore whether suitably optimized contour deformations can provide significant StN improvement for correlation function calculations in QCD and other complicated theories.
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